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Follovŝ  the light:
Ellipsometry and
polarimetry
Hans Arwrn and David E. Aspnes

By exploiting the polarization and wavelength dependence of opHcal responses, ellipsometers and
polarimeters furnish accurate informotion about interfaces, materials, and even biological systems.

Hans Arwin is a professor of applied optics at Linkoping University in LinkÖping, Sweden. Dave Aspnes is a Distinguished University
Professor of physics at North Carolina State University in Raleigh.

A nondestructive probe that works in real time, func-
tions ¡n any transparent medium, and responds only to films
and interfaces may sound almost too good to be true, espe-
cially to those who study biological entities. Consider, in ad-
dition, a picometer sensitivity to layer thicknesses and the
ability to make spectroscopic measurements, and the possi-
bilities appear endless. Those attributes of ellipsometry and
polarimetry are well known in integrated-circuits technol-
ogy, where they have been used for years to determine thick-
nesses and other properties of films. In fact, without them,
the performance, information-storage, and data-processing
capabilities of computers would be no better than they were
about 15 years ago.

Two polarizotions are better than one
As with glare-removing, polarized sunglasses, ellipsometry
and polarimetry work because the reflection of obliquely in-
cident light depends on the light's polarization state. Polar-
ization is a property of any transverse wave. In the context of
light, polarization refers to the trajectory traced at a given
point in space by the tip of the electric-field vector of the
propagating light wave. For linear polarization, the trajectory
is a straight line, and the field simply increases and decreases
with time. For circular polarization,
the trajectory is a circle. More gener-
ally, the trajectory is elliptical, and
one speaks of right- or left-handeti
polarizatíon depending on the sense
of the path.

In particular, "transverse-mag-
netic" waves, polarized parallel (p)
to the plane of incidence, undergo
different phase and amplitude
changes on reflection from those of
"transverse-electric" waves, whose
polarization is perpendicular (s) to
the incidence plane. Just how TM and
TE waves reflect depends in detail on
the properties of the reflector. The re-
flections themselves are described
mathematically by the complex-
valued reflectances r^, and r̂ , defined
as the ratios of emerging to incident
complex electric fields. With an ellip-
someter such as that shown in figure
1, one determines the quotient
p = fph\' with a polarimeter one also
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determines the power reflectances Rp = |r |̂ and R, = \r¡\.
For ellipsometers that operate in the visible to near-UV

spectral range, it is easy to measure p with a combination of
off-the-shelf components: polarizers, which pass only the
field component along the polarization axis, and compen-
sators—waveplates or retarders that introduce a phase delay
between orthogonal field components. A common configura-
fion includes a polarizer, a rotating compensator, a sample,
and a second polarizer termed the analyzer. The rotating
compensator, which can be placed either before or after the
sample, modulates the polarization state of light reaching the
analyzer. The intensity of the light leaving the analyzer is
thus also modulated and is decoded to give p. In polarimetry,
the average intensity is also used to determine Rp and R^.

Ellipsometry is now a mature and varied technique,
applicable over a wide wavelength range. Data analysis con-
tinues to evolve, and these days pracfitioners can deal with
samples that are multilayered, anisotropic, graded, inhomo-
geneous, and so forth. Physicists have developed numerous
dispersion models for extracting such fundamental material
properties as bandgaps, band-structure critical points,
phonon spectra, mobile-charge properties, and molecular-
vibrafion signatures. The last entry in the further readings list

gives some idea of the current scope
of applications.

Film-thickness measurement rep-
resents an application that can be
understood in simple terms. Such
measurements are ot' industrial inter-
est because, for example, the insulat-
ing gates in field-effect transistors are
only a few atoms thick. Figure 2a
shows a plane wave incident on a
sample that has a transparent layer on

Figure 1. Ellipsometers analyze the
reflections of polarized light to deter-
mine various material properties, in
this photograph, the left arm provides
the incoming beam and the right one
collects the outgoing light. Both are
reflected in the eight-inch-diameter sil
icon wafer whose properties are being

in the text are hidden in the arms,
(Courtesy of J. A. Woollam Co Inc.)
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Figure 2. Ellipso-
metric thin-film
measurement,
(a) Light polarized
in each of two
orthogonal direc-
tions (indicated in
red) impinges on a
thin film at the
Brewster angle.
For this special
incidence, light
polarized parallel
to the plane of inci-
dence (transverse

magnetic) is not reflected from the surface, but light polarized orthogonal to the plane (transverse electric) is. The phase difference
between the TM light reflected from the interface and the TE light reflected from the surface is easily measured and yields nd, the
product of the index of refraction and the film thickness, (b) Repeated measurements of the thickness of a silicon dioxide (SiO )̂ film
show the sensitivity that can be consistently achieved. (Data courtesy of Jon Opsal.)
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top of it. Light strikes the topmost surface at the so-called
Brewster angle. For this special circumstance, the TM compo-
nent passes through tho tran.sparent surfdce without retlcc-
tion. However, at least part of the TE component i.s reflected
from the surface. The result is a phase difíerence between the
TM and TE components given by (47ri(t/cosö)/,\, where n is the
refractive index of the film, d is the film's thickness, and 0 is the
angle of retraction in the layer. "ITiat phase différence can be
measured to parts-per-million accuracy. TTius one can achieve
picometer-scale sensitivity by using micron-scale wavelengths.
FigLire 2b shows the results of repeated ellipsometric measure-
ments of a sample of silicon dioxide (SiO-,), a common gate in-
sulator. l"he measurements' mean-square deviation,
13() fm, is only about llXl nuclear diameters.

As shown by Ihe thin-film example, ellipsometry
achieves its high degree of accTjracy thanks to an intrinsic
phase and amplitude reference. Tbe TE component serves as
a reference for the TM component (or vice versa). The discus-
sion also illustrates the typical challenge of interpreting op-
tical data: What is measured \s nut tho metric thickness d but
rather the optical thickness }id. just how difficult it is to sep-
arate n and ú depends on the abruptness of the transition be-
tween layers and the quality of the instrument. In some ap-
plications the extinction coefficient fc, a mtíasure of how much
light is absorbed, further complicates matters. Fortunately, in
the thin-film limit, ptilarimetric measurements can inde-
pendently yield all thrw individual parameters.

Knowledge of ÍÍ and k as a function of A allows one to
identify different materials and is an essential ingredient in
the more sophisticated applications previously mentioned.
Spectroscopy opens the door to nanostriictiira! analysis by
so-called effective-medium theory, a field that goes back to
J. C. Maxwell Garnett's work from 1904. With state-of-the-art
generalized fllipsometry, materials as corriplex as liquid crys-
tals can be analyzed in detail.

To life!
Even in a short piece such as this Quick Study, we can give a
tlavor of how ellipsometr>' is used. We focus on bioabsorp-
tion, one of three principal applications in the life sciences;
the other two are biosensing and structure characterization.
Three features make ellipsometry attractive. First, as noted
previously, its thickness precision is well below 1 nm. That
makes it ideal ior studying biolayers, which may be com-
posed exclusively with nanometer-sized molecules. Second,
it can be used in any transparent medium, so it can readily
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bf applied to solid-liquid interfaces. Many bioreactions take
place at such interfaces, and water is the natural environment
tor most biomolecules. Third, ellipsometry does not require
that molecules be labeled, as is necessary for techniques
based on fluorescence or radioactivity.

To study biomolecular adsorption one can, for example,
immerse a surface in a liquid and monitor the dynamics of
bioadsorption at the solid-liquid interface as molecules are
added to the solution. The data provided by ellipsometry
allow for calculation ot the surface mass density; thus one can
study interactions between molecules and interfaces and also
interactions between molecules and previously adsorbed
biolayers. Not only that, one can track dcsorption pbenom-
ena, swelling, molecular conformation changes, and the
influences of ionic strength, acidity, and other solution prop-
erties. Biomaterials, immunoreactions, and blood coagula-
tion are among the fields that would benefit from the types
of studies described in this paragraph.

Synergy with computers
We have already noted the important role that ellipsometry
and polarimetry have played in the impressive performance
of today's computers. But ellipsometry and polarimetry in
their current form are as much a product of computers as
computers are of the two techniques. Ihe concepts underly-
ing ellipsometry and polarimetry are straightforward and
have been known since the time of I'aul Drude in the late
]8ÜOs. Early measurements, however, used ellipsometers that
were tedious to operate and required intense atomic-line
sources. Ellipsometry and polarimetry in their current forms
were developed in the late 1%0s and early l^/Os; the key to
that development was the availability of small, relatively
cheap minicomputers that could acquire and reduce digital
data. Tlie resulting photometric designs, which needed only
relatively weak continuum sources, enabled scientists and
engineers to take spectroscopic measurements and benefit
from today's wide range of applications.

Further reeding
• H. Arwin, in Haiidhoak of Ellipsometry, H. G, Tompkins,
E. A. Irene, eds., William Andrew, Norwich, NY (2005), p. 799.
• H. Fujiwara, Spectroscopic Ellipsometry: Principles and Ap-
plications, Wiley, Hoboken, N] (2007).
• Special issiÈes, "Proceedings of the 4th International Con-
ference on Spectroscopic Ellipsometry (ICSE4)," Phys. Slatui<
Soiiiii A 205 (April 2008); Pln/s. Status Solidi C 5 (May 2008). •
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